<<<<<<<<<Resume Mission>>>>>>>>>

<<<<<<<<<Resume Mission>>>>>>>>>

<<<<<<<<<Resume Mission>>>>>>>>>

CMO Gordon says:
::in sickbay::

Cap Siwiak says:
::enjoying a small drink in the Starbase's lounge, looking out the window and admiring a nice view of his ship::

CO Guthrie says:
::in dress uniform, sitting in quarters::

CSO Toorain says:
::in dress uniform, sitting in quarters::

Civ Friday says:
::getting into dress uniform::

CMO Gordon says:
::walks out of sb and heads to quarters::

TO Williams says:
::In dress uniform at TAC console::

CEO Surenik says:
::On the bridge at engineering station::

CTO Raven says:
:: walking the QIb corridors to secure all hatches except the authorized exits ::

CNS-Jabe says:
::Getting into Dress uniform::

XO Guthrie says:
::sighs, wondering how this farce of a hearing will turn out, and hoping for the best for all parties concerned::

CO Guthrie says:
::smiles at mate....::

FCO tr’Keir says:
::starts pre approach scans::

OPS Rodz says:
:: Getting out of quarters, in her dress uniform::

XO Guthrie says:
::returns smile:: CO: I'm ready to get this over with. You?

CO Guthrie says:
::sees the flash of someone familiar in mirror and nods....::

CMO Gordon says:
::arrives and enters to get uniform on::

CO Guthrie says:
XO: I am... It'll be fine. ::smiles::

TO Williams says:
*CTO*: This is my first hearing, I'm a little nervous you know

Civ Friday says:
::rechecks logs concerning the hearing::

CEO Surenik says:
::tugs on the collar of his dress uniform::

CSO Toorain says:
::wonders what will happen::

XO Guthrie says:
CO: I hope so. ::frowns:: Unless more trumped up charges are brought forward, I think we'll all be ok...

CTO Raven says:
*TO*: I hear ya, mate.  I'm in the same boat.  Verify the outer hatches.

CO Guthrie says:
XO: It's a shame my log was so heated.

FCO tr’Keir says:
::Starts docking procedures::

Cap Siwiak says:
::stands and takes a sip of tea, admiring the grand Vor'cha class vessel coming in::

CNS-Jabe says:
::Admires himself in the mirror::

TO Williams says:
CTO:OK

CMO Gordon says:
::puts on white uniform and gels hair::

OPS Rodz says:
::walking to designated exit::

XO Guthrie says:
::smiles:: CO: It was understandable... Our integrity and ability has been challenged. I would've done the same, love.

TO Williams says:
::verifies outer hatches::

CTO Raven says:
*TO*:  The good thing is that we're not at the heart of this trial.  So, no worries, mate.

FCO tr’Keir says:
::activates computer auto docking::

CO Guthrie says:
::nods...::

CMO Gordon says:
::walks out returning to sickbay::

Cap Siwiak says:
::slowly trots over to the airlock, tea still in hand::

CTO Raven says:
:: stands outside the main hatch, checking airlock systems ::

Civ Friday says:
::rechecks himself in mirror and leaves quarters, heading for nearest exit::

CO Guthrie says:
::claps hands and stands....:: XO: Alright... I think we've been in here long enough? ::smiles::

FCO tr’Keir says:
::verifies docking clamps in place::

CMO Gordon says:
::goes into sb and nods at MO::

XO Guthrie says:
::grins:: CO: Indeed!

OPS Rodz says:
::heads to bridge::

TO Williams says:
::Completes routine comms with security details at XO and CO quarters::

CTO Raven says:
*TO*: Go ahead and open the doors when we're ready.

CO Guthrie says:
::knocks on door to quarters::

CO Guthrie says:
Door: Hello?

TO Williams says:
*CTO*: Roger that

OPS Rodz says:
FCO: hello is everything ready here?

TO Williams says:
::Opens door to CO and XO quarters::

CO Guthrie says:
TO: Ensign. ::nods and smiles::

CSO Toorain says:
::sits down, looking at the replicator::

TO Williams says:
CO: Sir, if you would follow me

CTO Raven says:
:: confirms main airlock opening sequence ::

CO Guthrie says:
TO: I would. ::nods and steps out of quarters::

CMO Gordon says:
::sits on desk reading reports::

OPS Rodz says:
::checks that the power umbilicals are secured::

CO Guthrie says:
::motions to 'Charles' to follow::

CTO Raven says:
*TO*:  I'm ready by the exit.  Let's get this done.

OPS Rodz says:
FCO: Everything looks fine.

TO Williams says:
::Heads towards the exit to the Starbase followed by the XO, CO, and security detail::

FCO tr’Keir says:
::nods::

XO Guthrie says:
::follows mate with a smile::

CO Guthrie says:
TO: We should pick up the CSO, don't you think?

Cap Siwiak says:
::waits at the airlock doors::

Civ Friday says:
::waiting at the airlock::

CNS-Jabe says:
::goes to the airlock::

TO Williams says:
::Notifies security details at CSO quarters to escort CSO to hearing room::

OPS Rodz says:
FCO: See ya at the hearing. ::leaves the bridge::

CO Guthrie says:
::nods...::

Cap Siwiak says:
::takes another sip and wonders when those doors will open and let out that smelly Klingon smell::

FCO tr’Keir says:
Ops: OK

CTO Raven says:
:: stands at attention as the command staff passes by ::

Civ Friday says:
::notices CNS arrive:: CNS: Hello, James

XO Guthrie says:
::sighs::

OPS Rodz says:
::goes to the airlock::

CSO Toorain says:
::stands up from seat, waiting::

CNS-Jabe says:
CIV: Hey.

XO Guthrie says:
::acknowledges CTO's respect with a smile and a mouthed 'thank you'::

Civ Friday says:
CNS: Nervous?

CO Guthrie says:
::smiles broadly at CTO::

TO Williams says:
::Arrive at entrance to hearing room::

CNS-Jabe says:
CIV: A little.

Civ Friday says:
CNS: Me too

OPS Rodz says:
::enters station and heads to the hearing room::

Cap Siwiak says:
::looks down at his PADD for directions to the hearing room::

Civ Friday says:
::follows the crowd to the hearing::

CTO Raven says:
:: leaves his post as QIb security teams stand ready by the airlock; leaves for court room ::

CNS-Jabe says:
::Follows the Civ::

CMO Gordon says:
::moves over to biobed::

CEO Surenik says:
FCO: See you at the hearing ::turns station over to an EO and leaves bridge::

FCO tr’Keir says:
CEO:OK

Cap Siwiak says:
::wanders in the direction of the hearing room and waits outside the door, taking more sips of his tea while awaiting the QIb crew's arrival::

OPS Rodz says:
::sees the CTO:: CTO: How are you doing?

CEO Surenik says:
::arrives at airlock and enters Station::

CMO Gordon says:
MO: You have the hotel. ::walks out heading for the dock:: <MO> Aye sir.

CTO Raven says:
OPS: I'm doin' alright.  You?

EVERYONE ARRIVES AT THE HEARING ROOM AT LAST

Adm Savek says:
::enters Hearing room and stands at the Table ::

Civ Friday says:
::takes a seat in the hearing room::

TO Williams says:
::moves into courtroom, motions to CO, XO, CSO to take seats as indicated::

CO Guthrie says:
::enters and sits at a table that looks like it might be theirs.::

OPS Rodz says:
CTO: fine ::takes a seat::

XO Guthrie says:
::nods at Admiral Savek while entering::

Cap Siwiak says:
::steps lightly into the hearing room and takes a seat near the back::

Crenshaw says:
:: follows ADM Savek ::

CSO Toorain says:
::sits down, and nods to the Admiral::

CO Guthrie says:
::smiles at Savek::

CMO Gordon says:
::moves to CSO and CNS and CIV and nods::

CNS-Jabe says:
::Sits next to the CIV::

Adm Savek says:
::nods back looking grave ::

CTO Raven says:
:: sits beside OPS, somewhat relaxed, despite the circumstances ::

Cap Siwiak says:
::gives small nods to familiar faces that file into the room::

CEO Surenik says:
::takes a seat next to CTO::

CSO Toorain says:
::breathes deeply::

Civ Friday says:
CNS: Here we go...

TO Williams says:
CO, XO, CSO: Please be seated

CO Guthrie says:
::is seated...::

XO Guthrie says:
::nods to TO and takes a seat::

CSO Toorain says:
::moves slightly in seat::

CTO Raven says:
:: greets CEO :: CEO:  I haven't seen you in a while.

CNS-Jabe says:
CIV: I really wish i wasn't here right now.

Cap Siwiak says:
::gives a small look in the CO and XO's direction, wondering who's who inside those ridged heads::

CEO Surenik says:
CTO::  Have had some family problems my father died

Civ Friday says:
CNS: I'm with you on that one

CO Guthrie says:
::grins at Rob, that scamp.::

TO Williams says:
::moves to a position by the door, but remains standing, has security detail take up positions around the room::

XO Guthrie says:
::notices Siwiak staring... and smiles::

CMO Gordon says:
::sits down::

Adm Savek says:
::waits for all to file in ::

Cap Siwiak says:
::allows a small smirk that fades as his vision moves in the direction of a large set of ears::

CTO Raven says:
CEO:  I give you my sincerest condolences.  My brother just had a major accident.  Things aren't going so well for either of us lately.

Civ Friday says:
CNS: I wonder why all the security is necessary?

OPS Rodz says:
::whispers:: CTO: What do you think about all this?

CNS-Jabe says:
CIV: Who knows.

Adm Savek says:
CSO/ CMO: AS you have brought these Charges, perhaps you might bring up your evidence?

Cap Siwiak says:
::notices the CEO and CTO as somewhat familiar faces...::

CO Guthrie says:
::smiles at Zog::

CTO Raven says:
:: whispers :: OPS:  This is crazy.  I'm glad I don't know much; I hate trials.

CMO Gordon says:
::nods at CSO to mention he goes first::

XO Guthrie says:
::looks toward Zog and Dan::

CSO Toorain says:
::stands::

Civ Friday says:
::looks around nervously::

Cap Siwiak says:
::gives an inside smirk, that Ferengi is as short as he was months ago::

CEO Surenik says:
::turns attention to CSO::

CO Guthrie says:
::nods at Toorain::

OPS Rodz says:
::whispers:: CTO:I do not like them either.

XO Guthrie says:
::watches Zog intently::

Cap Siwiak says:
::gets in another sip and allows his eyes to gaze around the crew and the brass::

CSO Toorain says:
Savek: Admiral.  When the Captain and First Officer do not seem to be in a fit state to command, then the CMO has the authority to relieve them of duty effective immediately, under Starfleet medical regulation 121 section A.  The Chief Medical Officer used his authority as he saw fit.

Adm Savek says:
::nods::

XO Guthrie says:
::arches eyebrow::

Crenshaw says:
:: siting beside ADM Savek, reading the charges ::

TO Williams says:
::escorts CSO to witness box::

CO Guthrie says:
::remains neutral...::

Cap Siwiak says:
::raises and eye brow as he speaks::

CMO Gordon says:
::figures out something::

CO Guthrie says:
::Did that just sound incredibly like Toorain pointing at the CMO and going "He did it!"::

OPS Rodz says:
::listens to CSO::

Cap Siwiak says:
::thinks the same thing as "K'tyla" thinks::

Crenshaw says:
:: listening to the CSO ::

CSO Toorain says:
Savek: It was his opinion that they were not fit to command the vessel IKS QIb.

XO Guthrie says:
<MO Sonifeld> ::sits in the back of the courtroom, hoping he won't be needed, but ready if called::

CO Guthrie says:
<Cns Teleet> ::stares at Savek, somewhat entranced::

Civ Friday says:
::listens intently::

Adm Savek says:
CSO: I understand that you were the one to first notice odd behavior of both ?

CSO Toorain says:
Savek: I wrote a report to the CMO detailing my concerns about their mental health.

XO Guthrie says:
::Self: A very sketchy report.....::

TO Williams says:
::Has neutral look on face, inside he is angry, because mates do not dob each other in, you stick by them::

CMO Gordon says:
::stands:: Savek: Sir, as evidence, the CO and XO are getting their "relationship" into their duties.

CO Guthrie says:
::Self: In which he suggested our removal...::

Adm Savek says:
CMO: You will have your turn

CSO Toorain says:
Savek: with all due respect to the CO and XO, they did not seem to be fit for command in either of our opinions.

CMO Gordon says:
::sits::

Adm Savek says:
CSO: How so? What evidence have you to reach this conclusion?

Cap Siwiak says:
::holds back a slight cough and wonders if Zog could do better::

XO Guthrie says:
::looks at CMO and shakes head::

CO Guthrie says:
::shakes head at CMO... Throat still raw from the chili...::

CSO Toorain says:
Savek: They are not whom they seem to be.  Captain K'tyla Guthrie is currently occupying the body of Commander Charles Guthrie, and Vice Versa.

Adm Savek says:
::raises Eyebrow ::

CO Guthrie says:
::smiles......::

Cap Siwiak says:
::eyes turn towards the smiling figure of K'tyla Kyle Guthrie::

Adm Savek says:
CSO: Then the question is moot, as both are of command rank

XO Guthrie says:
::smiles...::

CMO Gordon says:
::feels soar::

CEO Surenik says:
::arches eyebrow at that statement::

Crenshaw says:
CSO: Explain?

CO Guthrie says:
::smiles widely....::

CO Guthrie says:
::catches Teleet in the 'audience'... Hrmm...::

Civ Friday says:
::watching the CO and XO smiling like idiots::

Adm Savek says:
CMO: Have you anything to add ?

XO Guthrie says:
<MO Sonifeld> ::grins::

CSO Toorain says:
Crenshaw: I do not understand it myself.  Apparently, they seem to believe they are in each others body.  Commander Guthrie-in teh captains body-wrote a log detailing this.

CMO Gordon says:
::stands:: Savek: Sir, as evidence, the CO and XO are getting their "relationship" into their duties as I said earlier.

Adm Savek says:
CMO: How so? Are they engaging in Procreation on the bridge?

CO Guthrie says:
::eyes go wide and almost lets loose some laughter::

XO Guthrie says:
::stifles a snort::

Cap Siwiak says:
::wonders when those two will present some so called "evidence" relevant to this case::

CSO Toorain says:
::smiles slightly::

Civ Friday says:
::keeps from laughing::

CO Guthrie says:
<Cns Teleet> ::mouth, amazingly, curls up in a smile..::

CNS-Jabe says:
::Whispers:: CIV: I didn't want to hear that. 

Adm Savek says:
CMO: Or any other conduct unbecoming to an officer ?

Civ Friday says:
::nods at the CNS::

OPS Rodz says:
::whispers:: CTO: I hope they have more evidence than that.

CTO Raven says:
:: chuckles ::  OPS:  This should be interesting.

CMO Gordon says:
Savek: Yes admiral.   This includes personal speech on the bridge out aloud which are not "fit" for duty.

Cap Siwiak says:
::allows a small cough to come out on that one, then takes another sip::

OPS Rodz says:
::takes hand to her mouth and laughs::

Crenshaw says:
CMO: What was said in the speech?

XO Guthrie says:
::arches eyebrow once again... *very* interested in what this speech is....::

OPS Rodz says:
::silently::

CO Guthrie says:
::raises an eyebrow::

Civ Friday says:
::eyes the cookies in the corner of the room::

Adm Savek says:
CMO: Ahhh, please present this evidence then, please

CMO Gordon says:
::raises both eyebrows::

Cap Siwiak says:
::senses the CIV and notices cookies for the first time too::

CNS-Jabe says:
::Whispers:: CIV: Stop looking at the cookies.

Civ Friday says:
::attention comes back to the hearing:: CNS: Oh ..right. Sorry.

Cap Siwiak says:
~~~CO:  Now I certainly hope that you two haven't brought your conversation from your room all the way up to the bridge since I've left~~~

Crenshaw says:
CMO: Please presest the evidence.

CO Guthrie says:
::shakes her head at Rob, that this is a new one on him....::

CMO Gordon says:
::hands PADD to TO::

CNS-Jabe says:
~~~~Cap Siwiak: Stop looking at the cookies.~~~~

TO Williams says:
::looks around the room at all in attendance, looking for anything out of the ordinary, apart from the hearing::

DrAlana says:
::enters and looks around::  hello

Cap Siwiak says:
~~~CNS:  Pay attention Ensign, and don't worry about me and those cookies~~~  ::offers a small smile::

TO Williams says:
::move to take PADD from CMO and hands it to Savek::

Civ Friday says:
~~~Cap Siwiak: IF you get them...leave some for me~~~

CNS-Jabe says:
~~~~Cap Siwiak: All right.~~~~ ::smiles back::

Adm Savek says:
::Reads the data quickly ::

CNS-Jabe says:
~~~~Cap Siwiak/CIV: Ok so now you two are going to eat all of the cookies and leave none for me..~~~~

Adm Savek says:
CMO: It more supports the CSO's Contention that they have somehow experienced T'kekht

Civ Friday says:
~~~~CNS: Sorry.~~~~

CO Guthrie says:
::looks at Teleet.....::

CSO Toorain says:
::RAER:: Savek: T'kekht?

CMO Gordon says:
Savek: T'kekht sir?

CO Guthrie says:
<Cns Teleet> ::winces at mention of T'kekht.... .... ::

CNS-Jabe says:
~~~~CIV: It's ok..~~~~

Cap Siwiak says:
~~~CIV/CNS:  Ensigns, please...~~~

Adm Savek says:
CSO: It is a Vulcan thing , very old and usually caused by a third person , who is experiencing "difficulties "

XO Guthrie says:
<MO Sonifeld> ::glances over at Teleet and offers an assuring smile::

CNS-Jabe says:
~~~~Cap Siwiak: Sorry sir.~~~~

Civ Friday says:
::sits up straight::

Adm Savek says:
CMO: Have you a crew member who is near Pon Farr ?

CO Guthrie says:
<Cns Teleet> ::sinks in her seat...::

Cap Siwiak says:
::gives a nod towards the CNS, then points with his tea cup in the direction of the conversation::

CMO Gordon says:
Savek: No sir.

XO Guthrie says:
<MO Sonifeld> ::Self: Poor Teleet......::

CO Guthrie says:
<Cns Teleet> ::stands....::

CMO Gordon says:
Savek: Not that I know of or have reported of.

Adm Savek says:
CMO: then he or she is masking their symptoms

XO Guthrie says:
<MO Sonifeld> ::looks at CMO in amazement... then shakes head and watches as Teleet rises...::

Civ Friday says:
::looks back at Teleet::

Cap Siwiak says:
::notices a young Vulcan rise from the crowd::

CSO Toorain says:
::looks over at Teleet in surprise::

CO Guthrie says:
<Cns Teleet> ::....::

XO Guthrie says:
::looks at Teleet... so brave... :: ::smiles at her::

CO Guthrie says:
<Cns Teleet> Savek: I am nearing Pon Farr....

CNS-Jabe says:
CIV: What are you looking at?

Cap Siwiak says:
::lets out a slight sigh, then waits for the pieces to fall into place::

CTO Raven says:
CEO:  Do you think they have better evidence?

Adm Savek says:
Teleet: Then you are in misery indeed, unmated?

CMO Gordon says:
::turns around and looks::

Civ Friday says:
CNS: Teleet.

CSO Toorain says:
::continues to be surprised::

CEO Surenik says:
CTO:  It does not appear so or they would have presented it by now

CO Guthrie says:
<Cns Teleet> ::....:: ::nods::

CNS-Jabe says:
CIV: Oh.

XO Guthrie says:
::knows it must be hard for her to speak of this as it is such a personal matter...::

Cap Siwiak says:
::wonders how uncomfortably it is for Teleet to being saying this, in this room and with all these people::

Adm Savek says:
Teleet: we will speak later, I may be able to help you

CEO Surenik says:
::understands how uncomfortably this is for Teleet::

OPS Rodz says:
::whispers:: CTO: I think she did it.

Crenshaw says:
:: calls for order ::

Adm Savek says:
::Turns to the CO and XO ::: you should thank the CMO and CSO for telling us this ,  they have saved you much un needed pain and anguish , and hopefully  Teleet as well

CO Guthrie says:
<Cns Teleet> ::sits..... THIS close to blushing.....::

XO Guthrie says:
::arches eyebrow....::

CO Guthrie says:
::smiles at Zog and nods::

XO Guthrie says:
::Self: Thank them?!::

CSO Toorain says:
::smiles back at CO::

XO Guthrie says:
::remains neutral::

CMO Gordon says:
::wonders what is going on::

Adm Savek says:
XO?CO: We will retire in a bit to switch you back where you belong.. Charges are dismissed

Cap Siwiak says:
::looks down at PADD and calls up his report, half-smiling since he's glad it had no use::

XO Guthrie says:
::knows it is Sonifeld and Grayson who've been the most help to Teleet....::

CO Guthrie says:
<Cns Teleet> ::wrings her hands...::

XO Guthrie says:
::smiles::

TO Williams says:
::watching and listening::

Cap Siwiak says:
::pushes delete and pockets the PADD::

Adm Savek says:
::looks at Siwiak::: Your brief was well intentioned , but has no bearing on this case as the CSO has been adjudged once again mentally competent

XO Guthrie says:
<MO Sonifeld> ::smiles at Teleet::

CSO Toorain says:
::nods at Savek:: Savek: thank you, Admiral.

Cap Siwiak says:
::smiles to Savek::  ADM:  Sir, quite frankly I'm glad it had no use.

CO Guthrie says:
::smiles at Rob::

CMO Gordon says:
::nods at Savek and CSO::

XO Guthrie says:
::grins at Rob::

OPS Rodz says:
CTO: So, this is it?

CO Guthrie says:
::stands::

Adm Savek says:
Cnslr: What is your mental psi Rating ?

CTO Raven says:
:: shrugs ::

Crenshaw says:
:: downloads the transcript to his PADD ::

CEO Surenik says:
::Stands::

Crenshaw says:
:: stands up ::

CSO Toorain says:
::stands::

XO Guthrie says:
::rises... glad this scam is over and ready to be back in own body::

Adm Savek says:
CMO: I will see If I can get you some books on Vulcan Physiology

Cap Siwiak says:
::rises from his seat and tugs on his uniform::

Civ Friday says:
~~~~Cap Siwiak: Are we done?~~~~

CMO Gordon says:
::takes out hidden tricorder from backstrip and scans Teleet from 5 meters away::

CMO Gordon says:
Savek: Thank you sir.

Cap Siwiak says:
::gives a nod to the CIV::

CO Guthrie says:
<Cns Teleet> ::frowns at the CMO...::

Civ Friday says:
::eyes light up:: Self: Cookies! ::moves to cookie table::

CNS-Jabe says:
::Grabs Friday::

Cap Siwiak says:
::wanders over in the direction of the CO and XO::

CMO Gordon says:
::puts away tricorder:: CNS: If there is anything wrong just come to sickbay. ::smiles and walks away::

CTO Raven says:
:: eyes CIV's sudden joy ::

CO Guthrie says:
<Cns Teleet> ::moves towards the front as most rise from their seats::

Adm Savek says:
Cnslr: What is your Psi Rating ?

Civ Friday says:
CNS: Come on...lemme go...the Captain's going to get all the cookies...

XO Guthrie says:
::smiles as Rob approaches::

Cap Siwiak says:
CO/XO:  I'm still not sure which one of you I'm supposed to give a hand shake, and which one I give a hug.  ::smiles::

OPS Rodz says:
CTO: He must really like cookies .::smiles::

CNS-Jabe says:
Savek: I think They would be fine if we just have a few Sessions a week.

Cap Siwiak says:
::snags a handful of cookies from the table as he passes::

CSO Toorain says:
::moves over to the CO and XO::

Adm Savek says:
Cnslr: I was going to allow you to help ::shrugs::

XO Guthrie says:
Siwiak: I'll take a handshake....for now. ::grins:: Wouldn't want to damage your manly image...

CNS-Jabe says:
CIV: Get me some too. ::Releases Civ::

CEO Surenik says:
::walks up toward Savek::

CMO Gordon says:
::rises and walks to CO::

CO Guthrie says:
::points to XO:: Siwiak: You can hug her. I'd like the least contact with this body and your roaming fingers. ::grins::

Cap Siwiak says:
::gives "Chuck" a hug and also one for "K'tyla::

Civ Friday says:
CNS: Thanks ::heads for cookie table::

CTO Raven says:
OPS:  Maybe they're fresh.

CO Guthrie says:
::smiles...::

CO Guthrie says:
CSO: Thank you, by the way....

XO Guthrie says:
::laughs, hugging Rob back.... almost picking him up so strong is the body she's in::

Civ Friday says:
::grabs a generous helping of cookies for himself and a few for the CNS::

CSO Toorain says:
CO, XO: Charles...K'tyla...Charles...I'm glad we found out what the problem was ::smiles, and offers his hand:: CO: you're welcome.

Cap Siwiak says:
::pats the XO::  XO:  Down K'tyla, down!

CMO Gordon says:
::nods at commander:: XO: Captain

Civ Friday says:
::walks back::

CO Guthrie says:
::hugs the little guy, just so he has something to be yelled about later tonight. <G>::

TO Williams says:
::Stands Down security detail::

OPS Rodz says:
CTO: Well, lets go get some ,then.

Cap Siwiak says:
CSO:  Nice ta see ya again Mr. Toorain

Civ Friday says:
CNS: Here you go. ::hands over a couple of cookies::

CNS-Jabe says:
CIV: Thank you.

CSO Toorain says:
::is a little surprised::

XO Guthrie says:
::smiles tightly and takes Toorain's hand, shaking it::

CTO Raven says:
OPS:  Gladly.  :: gets up with OPS ::

Cap Siwiak says:
CO/XO:  Once you're back in one piece, maybe I'll buy ya a drink if I'm still in town...

OPS Rodz says:
::smiles and goes towards the cookies::

CO Guthrie says:
Siwiak: Deal... ::smiles::

Civ Friday says:
::merrily chomping away::

CTO Raven says:
:: tries some of the cookies, looks for juice ::

OPS Rodz says:
CIV/CNS: leave some for us.

CSO Toorain says:
::walks towards the cookie table, smiling::

Cap Siwiak says:
CO/XO:  Oh yeah... ::holds up a dermal regenerator::  Heheh...

<<<<<<<<<End Mission>>>>>>>>>

<<<<<<<<<End Mission>>>>>>>>>

<<<<<<<<<End Mission>>>>>>>>>

